Special Board Meeting ~ Portland Friends of the Dhamma
April 7, 2014 ~ 6:30 - 9:00pm ~ Downstairs by the Pastor’s Room in the DRZ
6:30pm/5 min

Opening Meditation ~ Jessica

6:35pm/5 min
Call to Order / Agenda Review / Call for New Business
Yes, this is too much for one Agenda - one or two items will likely be moved to online
discussion we can take stock after the first three items
6:40pm/5 min
Minutes from Previous Board Meeting on March 10 ~ Tena
See Previous Board Minutes
6:45pm/20 min
Seeking Consensus on Proposal for a Conflict of Interest Policy
See Conflict of Interest Introduction and Proposal. We can test run it in the next item.
7:05pm/20 min
Review of Loan Terms: Reaching a Common Understanding
See Review of Loan Terms. We can practice using the Conflict of Interest policy.
7:25pm/20 min
Seeking Consensus on Proposal to Create an Operations Team
See Proposal for Operations Team
7:45pm/15 min
Proposal to Host a Tea of 100 Buddhas
See Tea of 100 Buddhas
8:00pm/20 min
Proposal to Divide Annual Meeting Between May and September
See Proposal to Divide Annual Meeting
8:20pm/20 min
Discussion of Renters for Upstairs.
When it comes to securing renters for the next 12 months where do we have enough
information to act, and hence can move to improve our financial security, and where do we
have insufficient information to act, where action may jeopardize our financial security.
We’ll examine together the rental of the upstairs only, as it requires no facilities investment
or space planning and as we have already identified in the MOU that we’ll rent to like minded
groups only so the type of prospects are more limited. Note that the MOU set $1,500 as an
initial rental income for the whole building.
8:40pm/15 min
Mold and Asbestos: Will We Ask for Consideration from DR?
The mold inspection turned up mold and possible asbestos tile. Does this lead to a request
for additional consideration from Dharma Rain?
8:55pm/5 min

Closing Meditation

9:00pm

Confirmation of Next Meeting / Close of Business

Upcoming Board Meetings
Second Monday of the Month, 6:30 - 9:00pm
● May 12
● June 9
● July 14
● August may be skipped

PFOD Governance
Directors ~ Elected to two year terms, with six year term limits
Officers ~ Elected to one year terms
Spiritual Director ~ Accountable to Board and Abhayagiri, Chair of the Program Committee
Program Committee Members ~ Appointed by the Spiritual Director/Board
Bylaws ~ Can be found on the PFOD Website

PFOD Mission
Friends of the Dhamma exists to support access to the Buddha’s teachings. We encourage contact
with like-minded individuals (both lay and monastic) through community gatherings, retreats and
the free distribution of books and tapes.
Our purpose is to promote both the intellectual and experiential understanding of the Dhamma and
provide a community of support for living the eightfold path,
Friends of the Dhamma arises from the Theravada, Thai-Forest meditation lineage of Ajahn Chah and
is advised by and affiliated with Abhayagiri monastery. We welcome all traditions dedicated to the
integrity of the Buddha’s teachings: generosity, virtue, mental cultivation, wisdom and compassion.
Friends of the Dhamma is supported by contributions (dana) from the community and does not
charge fees for events.
- Established by the PFOD Board in 2000
with minor edits in 2004, 2010, 2013

Portland Friends of the Dhamma
First Quarter Board Meeting Minutes
March 10, 2014
Dharma Rain Zendo, 2539 SE Madison St.

Directors Present: Alistair Williamson (President), Greg Satir (Vice President), Sakula Reinard, Rachel
Telesmanick (Treasurer), Jim Walker, Jessica Swanson
Others Present: Tena Hoke (Secretary), Greg Fletcher
The meeting convened at 6:35 p.m. with a five-minute silent meditation.
The agenda was reviewed and accepted with no changes.
The minutes of two previous meeting, held January 27 and January 31, 2014, were approved by
acclamation.
The Spiritual Director delivered her quarterly report. A major focus is the work the Program Committee
is doing to develop new programs. By following its existing process good decisions are being made.
Sakula is personally working on delegation skills, with help from Ajahn Geoff, who described delegation
as “being a point person that allows leaders to be accountable.”
The 2013 Treasurer, Jim Walker, delivered 2013 end-of-year reports: Balance Sheet, List of Donors,
Profit & Loss by Month, Financial Income & Expense (by categories Restricted, Unrestricted, and Down
Payment), and a quick look at 2014 to date. As of Feb. 23rd, our Current Assets total $19,932.20. All tax
filings for 2013 are complete, except for Multnomah County Personal Property Tax for 2013 and 2014,
which Rachel will have done soon; we don’t expect to owe anything since our personal property assets
are below $15,000. Going forward we can file an exemption for that tax since we are a non-profit. All
donor acknowledgements for 2013 have been mailed; donations made through Network for Good are
acknowledged by Network for Good.
Zendo Purchase Update
Greg reported that religious institutions are exempt from ADA regulations, and the organizations to
whom we rent are responsible for ensuring their own ADA compliance.
A draft of the Sales Agreement (“the offer”) was presented for review. April 18 is proposed as the
financial closing date, with stewardship transfer in early June. There will be a rental agreement for April
through June. We will offer $470,000, but if the cost to upgrade the plumbing and electrical systems is
expected to be more than $20,000, the excess over $20,000 will be subtracted from our offer price. We
will receive a reduction of 2% of the purchase price since neither side involved a broker, saving
significant money in the transaction. Dennis (legal) will have the formal offer ready for another review
on Wednesday, and Greg & Alistair will present the offer to the Dharma Rain Board on Friday.
Greg reported on insurance and zoning. No decision has been made on an insurance company yet, but
there should not be a problem getting insurance as 2 of the 3 bids we have do not have any concerns
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about the electrical wiring. No insurance company has offered earthquake insurance yet, but we are still
making inquiries. We will be able to keep the same zoning as Dharma Rain. We may have to pay a $250
fee to the city to get an official statement of the zoning status. We will have to monitor zoning
compliance on an ongoing basis.
The following resolution was approved unanimously:
RESOLVED: That Portland Friends of the Dhamma Board authorizes the Treasurer to write a check for up
to $5,000.00 to the Dharma Rain Zendo as an earnest money payment upon the purchase offer being
accepted by Dharma Rain.
Zendo Purchase Next Steps
Rachel expects to have hired a bookkeeper by the next Board meeting. The purpose of the bookkeeper
is not to enter receipts, but to provide advice and QA so that our books are organized to support
building ownership and a higher level of income.
Alistair set us a goal of having a conflict of interest policy in place by the next Board meeting.
The Program Committee continues to work on defining the role of a Volunteer Coordinator. There is a
big difference between organizing volunteers in a typical non-profit and organizing volunteers in a
religious organization where volunteer organization includes helping volunteers develop their spiritual
practice. There will be a plan for volunteer coordination by the next Board meeting.
Jim will arrange for an inspection for mold and radon.
Jim will formalize his estimates of $25,377 for plumbing and electrical upgrades that should be made in
the short term.
Dennis is not legally permitted to represent both Greg and PFOD in drawing up a loan document for
Greg’s loan to PFOD. He can “guide but not advise” in the preparation of the document. The Board
agreed that as a matter of due diligence, and to avoid any appearance of conflict of interest, we should
hire a lawyer to review the document.
Alistair led an exercise in exploring and clarifying the lines of accountability and service between the
various roles and committees within PFOD.
The meeting adjourned at 9:05 pm.

Additional Decisions Approved by E-Mail:
March 31, 2014: Resolved that PFoD offer Mark Rinzan Pechovnik a 9 month lease with the promise of
clarifying with him the terms of a longer lease by December 4th, 2014. This lease will secure Rinzan the
use of our facility once a week on Wednesday evenings from 6:30 - 10:00 at the rate of $300 a month
beginning June 4th, 2014.
March 29, 2014: Resolved that the board, in recognition and respect that we will yet-be-defining how to
use our newly acquired space (the building as a whole), that - until we have such definition - we
temporarily assign the space currently known as 'the sewing room' as the 'Pastor's room’.
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Gregory Satir <gsatir@gmail.com>

[PFoD Board] Conflict of Interest Policy
1 message
Alistair Williamson <alistair@kinnbikes.com>
To: board <board@pdxdhamma.org>

Sun, Apr 6, 2014 at 4:44 AM

Dear All,
Attached is my proposal for an conflict of interest policy for PFOD.
It is based on the policy from the Montana Non-profits Association, which is based on the IRS Conflict of Interest
recommendations I have limited changes to the minimum: changing the names, removing reference to an
executive committee (which we don't have or will likely ever have), changing vote to also include consensus where
appropriate. etc
I also added a couple of definition of IRS terms to the start that I believe help develop a common understanding
on where conflict of interest may apply.
While there are other changes that could be made, then we enter discussion of why this change? what about
that? should we consider B & C too? Given how slammed we are and how this policy is already straight forward,
used by others knowledgeable orgs, suitable to our needs and IRS aligned, I'm hoping we can quickly adopt it
without much revision.
I've attached a Word document with revision tracking turned on, so you can see the changes (which are few). If
you don't have Word, I've included a PDF of the updated policy and "example 1" which is the unchanged one I
based it on. Please ignore the poor formatting, we can fix that once we've agreed on content.
We'll also need to amend the bylaws to reference this document, I propose we
REPLACE THIS
2.6 .Conflict of Interest. If an officer or director, or a member of the officer's or director's family, stands to receive direct
financial benefit from a Board decision, the officer or director shall declare the potential conflict of interest and rescue
themselves for any vote on the matter.
WITH THIS
2.6 .Conflict of Interest. Conflict of Interest for directors, officers and members of any committee with Board delegated
powers is governed by PFOD's Conflict of Interest Policy.
Okay it's late, I'm off to bed
wishing a happy Sunday morning to you all.
Cheers, Alistair

-Recipients of this email list include PFoD directors, officers and teachers as well as people with an active role in
supporting the Board's work or who are considering such a role.
--You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "PFoD Board" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to

Montana Nonprofit Association (MNA)

Portland Friends of the Dhamma Conflict of Interest Policy1
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Annual Conflict of Interest Statement
For Directors and Officers and
Members of a Committee with Board Delegated Powers
Article I -- Purpose
1. The purpose of this Board conflict of interest policy is to protect Portland friends of the
Dhmma’s (PFOD) MNA’s interests when it is contemplating entering into a transaction or
arrangement that might benefit the private interests of an officer or director of MNA PFOD
or might result in a possible excess benefit transaction.
An “excess benefit transaction” is a transaction in which the value of the economic benefit
provided to or for the benefit of any disqualified person, exceeds the value of the
consideration (including performance of services) received for providing the benefit.
Reasonable compensation paid to employees is not considered an excess benefit.
A “disqualified person” is any person who was, at any time during the five-years preceding
the close of the transaction involved, in a position to exercise substantial influence (formal
or informal) over the affairs of the organization; and any family members of such a person.
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2. This policy is intended to supplement, but not replace, any applicable state and federal laws
governing conflicts of interest applicable to nonprofit and charitable organizations.
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3. This policy is also intended to identify “independent” directors.
Article II -- Definitions
1. Interested person -- Any director, principal officer, or member of a committee with
governing board delegated powers, who has a direct or indirect financial interest, as defined
below, is an interested person.
2. Financial interest -- A person has a financial interest if the person has, directly or indirectly,
through business, investment, or family:
a. An ownership or investment interest in any entity with which MNA PFOD has a
transaction or arrangement,
b. A compensation arrangement with MNA PFOD or with any entity or individual with
which
MNA PFOD has a transaction or arrangement, or
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c. A potential ownership or investment interest in, or compensation arrangement with,
any entity or individual with which MNA PFOD is negotiating a transaction or
arrangement.
Compensation includes direct and indirect remuneration as well as gifts or favors that are not
insubstantial.
A financial interest is not necessarily a conflict of interest. A person who has a financial

1

This policy is based on the IRS model Conflict of Interest policy, which is an attachment to Form 1023. It adds
information needed to allow MNA to assess director independence in order to answer questions on Form 990.
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interest may have a conflict of interest only if the Board or Executive Committee decides that
a conflict of interest exists, in accordance with this policy.
3. Independent Director -- A director shall be considered “independent” for the purposes of
this policy if he or she is “independent” as defined in the instructions for the IRS 990 form
or, until such definition is available, the director -a. is not, and has not been for a period of at least three years, an employee of MNA
PFOD or any entity in which MNA PFOD has a financial interest;
b. does not directly or indirectly have a significant business relationship with
MNA,PFOD which might affect independence in decision-making;
c. is not employed as an executive of another corporation where any of MNA’s PFOD’s
executive officers or employees serve on that corporation’s compensation committee;
and
d. does not have an immediate family member who is an executive officer or employee
of MNA PFOD or who holds a position that has a significant financial relationship
with MNAPFOD.
Article III -- Procedures
1. Duty to Disclose -- In connection with any actual or possible conflict of interest, an
interested person must disclose the existence of the financial interest and be given the
opportunity to disclose all material facts to the Board or Executive Committee.
2. Recusal of Self – Any director or officer may recuse himself or herself at any time from
involvement in any decision or discussion in which the director believes he or she has or
may have a conflict of interest, without going through the process for determining whether
a conflict of interest exists.
3. Determining Whether a Conflict of Interest Exists -- After disclosure of the financial
interest and all material facts, and after any discussion with the interested person, he/she shall
leave the Board or Executive Committee meeting while the determination of a conflict of
interest is discussed and voted decided upon. The remaining Board or Executive Committee
members shall decide if a conflict of interest exists.
4. Procedures for Addressing the Conflict of Interest
a. An interested person may make a presentation at the Board or Executive Committee
meeting, but after the presentation, he/she shall leave the meeting during the
discussion of, and the votedecsion on, the transaction or arrangement involving the
possible conflict of interest.
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b. The Chairperson of the Board or Executive Committee shall, if appropriate, appoint a
disinterested person or committee to investigate alternatives to the proposed
transaction or arrangement.
c.

After exercising due diligence, the Board or Executive Committee shall determine
whether MNA PFOD can obtain with reasonable efforts a more advantageous
transaction or arrangement from a person or entity that would not give rise to a
conflict of interest.

d. If a more advantageous transaction or arrangement is not reasonably possible under
circumstances not producing a conflict of interest, the Board or Executive Committee
shall determine by a majority voteconsensus of the disinterested directors whether the
transaction or arrangement is in MNA's PFOD's best interest, for its own benefit, and
whether it is fair and reasonable. In conformity with the above determination, it shall
make its decision as to whether to enter into the transaction or arrangement.
5. Violations of the Conflicts of Interest Policy
a. If the Board or Executive Committee has reasonable cause to believe a member has
failed to disclose actual or possible conflicts of interest, it shall inform the member of
the basis for such belief and afford the member an opportunity to explain the alleged
failure to disclose.
b. If, after hearing the member's response and after making further investigation as
warranted by the circumstances, the Board or Executive Committee determines the
member has failed to disclose an actual or possible conflict of interest, it shall take
appropriate disciplinary and corrective action.
Article IV – Records of Proceedings
The minutes of the Board and all committees with board delegated powers shall contain:
a. The names of the persons who disclosed or otherwise were found to have a financial
interest in connection with an actual or possible conflict of interest, the nature of the
financial interest, any action taken to determine whether a conflict of interest was
present, and the Board's or Executive Committee's decision as to whether a conflict of
interest in fact existed.
b. The names of the persons who were present for discussions and votes decsions, by
vote or consensus, relating to the transaction or arrangement, the content of the
discussion, including any alternatives to the proposed transaction or arrangement, and
a record of any votes taken or decsions made in
connection with the proceedings.
Article V – Compensation
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a. A voting member of the Board who receives compensation, directly or indirectly,
from MNA PFOD for services is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to
that member's compensation.
b. A voting member of any committee whose jurisdiction includes compensation matters
and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from MNA PFOD for services
is precluded from voting on matters pertaining to that member's compensation.
c. No voting member of the Board or any committee whose jurisdiction includes
compensation matters and who receives compensation, directly or indirectly, from
MNAPFOD, either individually or collectively, is prohibited from providing
information to any committee regarding compensation.
Article VI – Annual Statements
1. Each director and, principal officer and member of a committee with Board delegated
powers shall annually sign a statement which affirms such person:
a. Has received a copy of the conflict of interest policy,
b. Has read and understands the policy,
c. Has agreed to comply with the policy, and
d.

Understands MNA PFOD is charitable and in order to maintain its federal tax
exemption it must engage primarily in activities which accomplish one or more of
its tax-exempt purposes.

2. Each voting member of the Board shall annually sign a statement which declares whether
such person is an independent director.
3. If at any time during the year, the information in the annual statement changes materially, the
director shall disclose such changes and revise the annual disclosure form.
4. The Executive CommitteeBoard shall regularly and consistently monitor and enforce
compliance with this policy by reviewing annual statements and taking such other actions
as are necessary for effective oversight.
Article VII – Periodic Reviews
To ensure MNA PFOD operates in a manner consistent with charitable purposes and does not
engage in activities that could jeopardize its tax-exempt status, periodic reviews shall be
conducted. The periodic reviews shall, at a minimum, include the following subjects:
a. Whether compensation arrangements and benefits are reasonable, based on competent
survey information (if reasonably available), and the result of arm's length bargaining.
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b. Whether partnerships, joint ventures, and arrangements with management
organizations, if any, conform to MNA's PFOD's written policies, are properly
recorded, reflect reasonable investment or payments for goods and services, further
charitable purposes and do not result in inurement or impermissible private benefit
or in an excess benefit transaction.
Article VIII – Use of Outside Experts
When conducting the periodic reviews as provided for in Article VII, MNA PFOD may, but
need not, use outside advisors. If outside experts are used, their use shall not relieve the Board
of its responsibility for ensuring periodic reviews are conducted.
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POLICY SOURCE MATERIAL
This policy was based on the Montana Nonprofit Association’s Conflict of Interest Policy, which was itself based on
the IRS model Conflict of Interest Policy, which is an attachment to IRS Form 1023. It also added information needed
to assess director independence in order to answer questions on IRS Form 990.

POLICY REVISION HISTORY
This Conflict of Interest Policy was adopted by the PFOD Board on April 7, 2014, and the PFOD
Bylaws amended to reference it.

1

Revision History by the MNA Board
Initial Conflict of Interest policy adopted April 19, 2006
Restated April 17, 2008

2
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Portland friends of the Dhamma (PFOD)
Director and Officer
Annual Conflict of Interest Statement
1. Name:
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Date:

2. Position:
Are you a voting Director? Yes No
Are you an Officer? Yes No
If you are an Officer, which Officer position do you hold:
_.
3. I affirm the following:
I have received a copy of the MNA PFOD Conflict of Interest Policy.
(initial) I have read and understand the policy.
(initial)
I agree to comply with the policy.
(initial)
I understand that MNA PFOD is charitable and in order to maintain its federal tax exemption it
must engage primarily in activities which accomplish one or more of tax-exempt purposes.
(initial)
4. Disclosures:
a. Do you have a financial interest (current or potential), including a compensation arrangement, as
defined in the Conflict of Interest policy with MNAPFOD? Yes No
i. If yes, please describe it:
ii. If yes, has the financial interest been disclosed, as provided in the Conflict of Interest
policy? Yes No
b. In the past, have you had a financial interest, including a compensation arrangement, as defined in
the Conflict of Interest policy with MNAPFOD? Yes No
i. If yes, please describe it, including when (approximately):
ii. If yes, has the financial interest been disclosed, as provided in the Conflict of Interest
policy? Yes No
5. Are you an independent director, as defined in the Conflict of Interest policy? Yes No
a. If you are not independent, why?

Date:
Signature of director
Director or Officer
Date of Review by Executive CommitteePFOD Board:
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Review of Loan Terms
The loan will provide all $460,600 for the purchase with $7,275 in closing cost rolled in, for a total
loan of $467,875. The term will be 9 years and the cash will be available for a close on April 18,
2014. The interest and payments will be based on the underlying sources of the money, which
comes equally from two places.
The mortgage-backed loan comes from a mortgage on the lenders home with closing costs and
interest passed through. This loan will provide $230,300 for the purchase plus $5300 in closing
costs rolled in, for a total loan of $235,600. The interest is 3.375% with a 30-year amortization for a
monthly payment of $1,041.58.
The direct loan comes directly from the lenders with the same 3.375% interest rate.. This loan will
provide $230,300 for the purchase plus $1975 in closing costs rolled in ($1500 for loan documents
and $475 for home appraisal from mortgage-backed loan), for a total loan of $232,275. The monthly
payment are as follows.
● Years 1 - 3: $0 (No principal due or interest accrued)
● Years 4 - 6: $653.27 (Interest only due)
● Years 7 - 9: $1,026.88 (P&I as usual with 30 year amortization)
Payment of Each Loan

PFOD can make extra principle payments anytime. For the first three years all extra payments go
toward the principle of the mortgage-backed loan. After that, the lender can decide which loan to
direct prepayments to, but must alert PFOD. Here is how regular extra payment effect the loan after
nine years.
Regular Extra Payment

Loan Principle Remaining
After 9 Years of Payments

Loan-to-Value at $508,258
(1.1% value increase/year)

None

$187,855+218,142 = $405,997

80%

$200 extra every month

$162,656+218,142 = $380,798

75%

$200/month, $5000 once/yr

$110,821+218,142 = $328,963

65%

Proposal for an Initial Operations Structure
Context
As we get close to owning a building, we need to clarify how we will operate a building. We did
put a Volunteer coordinator in the MoU under community engagement (see below). However we
didn’t mention responsibility for building operations (opening, closing, cleaning, security, tenant
management) in that list.
6.

Community Engagement
6.1.

Volunteer Coordinator: Recognizing the need for community engagement, the work involved in
expanding our programs, and volunteerism encouraging a sense of ownership, the Program
committee will define the role of and intend to appoint one or more Volunteer Coordinators
b efore we close on the purchase.

Having the building operated in a consistent manner and in line with our values and tradition is
important in establishing it as the home of a practice community rather than the home to a
portfolio of assorted programs & events (and our mission says we should establish a
community).
At Sellwood the bulk of operations fell to Sakula to organize or to do herself. This was
manageable because of the scale and the fact we lived 5 blocks away. A couple of cleaning
programs were initiated and then faded, partly because it wasn’t clear who had formal
responsibility/authority and partly because the upasika program moved away.
So, the accountability and responsibility for building operations has been an ongoing topic of
discussion between Greg and Alistair. (The organization structure exercise at the last Board
meeting came from that). Working on the loan documents/offers sharpens the mind to the fact
we’ll very soon own a large building that will require day-to-day management.
This is a proposal for an initial way to handle that management. It has been made possible (or at
least made reasonable) by the boards actions on Spiritual Director support which allow the
board to assign responsibility for a significant/important task knowing that resources (i.e. paid
time) have also been committed to support that task.
Creating a clear and accountable way to handle building operations seemed to also to address
many of the reasons behind the volunteer coordinator role. We were also concerned that the
“volunteer coordinator” it might become an impossible role: “Dear volunteer coordinator, I need X
people for my new program/event, please recruit and coordinate them. I need their names by Y
date.” Thank-you.

It also offered a potentially more suitable way to structure Communication activities.
Communications doesn't really fit as a board committee (which are typically focused on
governance with policy/planning meetings and minutes) but it clearly needs a team of people
lead by someone.
Anyway that’s the background, and might help explain how his proposal came to have the
breadth it does.
Introduction
Operating in our own building is new work for us, but not particularly unusual or complicated
work. Also we don’t yet know where the bulk of the work will lie, or how easy or hard it will be to
recruit and retain volunteers. Given that, we propose defining an initial structure responsible for
the work, which the board & program committee will jointly review it in 9-12 months. It can then
be refined or redefined as appropriate, and that time we’ll know a lot more.
This proposal emerges from organization exercise held at the last Board meeting, and by greg at
the last program committee meeting. Please read it and let’s start with clarifying questions by
email. If there appears to be alignment we may come to consensus by email, otherwise it can be
a topic at the next board meeting.
An Initial Operations Structure for the PFoD Building
The Board recognizes that running day-to-day operations is not a task appropriate to direct
Board management. Day-to-day operations include:
● Maintaining a clean and suitable place of practice
● Ensuring building security, access to events with an appropriate atmosphere and
coordinating events--offering tea, meal set up, setting up audio system, etc.
● Managing communication within and outside the community
Day-to-day operations will be run by a new Operations Team (OT) coordinating the work of three
teams, one for each area described above. Sakula will lead the OT and is accountable to the
Board. The members of the OT are each a leader of one of the three teams described above
and are accountable to Sakula.
The OT can, and may, decide to alter the makeup, number and responsibilities of the teams as
they see fit, as long as they stay within the scope of their charter. If they wish to add
responsibilities the Board would be happy to hear their proposal.
To set up the process the Board requests
● That Sakula identify and nominate the initial team leaders for the OT, and present them to
the board for ratification no later than April 25th.

● That the OT together develop a team name and scope for each team’s work to be
shared with the Board by June 1
● That each team leader recruit 2 initial members to their the team by June 8
The OT is accountable to the Board and will report to the Board at least Quarterly during regular
board meetings. Recognizing that operations is both a big and important task and may need
special support and resources the Operations Team leader (Sakula) has the authority to request
time on the agenda of the Board and the Program Committee when needed.
The Board, Program Committee and OT will jointly review day-to-day operations at a regular
Board meeting in the first quarter of 2015. The purpose will be to jointly identify improvements
going forward.
This proposal includes dissolving the Communication Committee as a board committee, whose
work would be fulfilled by one of the operations teams. It also satisfies the Board’s desire to
have the Program Committee find a Volunteer Coordinator, as stated in the Loan Memorandum
of Understanding. The Board thanks the members of the Program committee for their
investigation of this topic.
Finally, this leave the Librarian unchanged as a Board-appointed role. If the OT feels that this
responsibility, or others, best belongs with them they could make such a proposal to the Board.

Gregory Satir <gsatir@gmail.com>

tea of 100 buddhas.
1 message
Alistair Williamson <alistair@kinnbikes.com>
To: Gregory Satir <gsatir@gmail.com>

Sun, Apr 6, 2014 at 10:53 AM

Greg, here's my tea proposal,
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear All,
In the last three months we have:
defined an operations arms of PFOD,
paid the Spiritual Director a living wage
acquired a Zen group as a renter
and almost nobody knows ...
We also have immediately ahead of us:
planing for the lower floor, buildout/rental etc.
planing for moving / grand opening
considering a Buddha
And most of the community hasn't had much chance to be part
of this, so as several have mentioned its time for a tea where folks can gather, talk, share,
look around, ask questions, get up to speed, feel good, feel nervous,
open their hearts, sign up to help,
As we go forward (after June 8th) I think work parties, potlucks and whatever regular
tea program(s) are developed will provide this forum. Till then I think we need a couple
of these casual interactive gatherings.
To reiterate this is not whatever tea program was being planned as an ongoing program,
this us providing the community a chance to learn and ask about whats happened and to
talk with each other.
Why tea of 100 Buddhas? We could ask people to bring a picture or two of Buddhas they like,
or Buddha rupas they have as part of use considering what we might like. Plus it's an
uplifting idea.
When? Perhaps Sunday 20th, afternoon tea. the building will be ours so we can open
hatches and look under carpets without feeling sneaky.
Who? I think the Board hosts this one, then in May/June perhaps the Program Committee
or Operations Team host one.
Cheers, Alistair

Proposal to Divide Annual Meeting Between May and September
Background
The annual meeting has three key items:
● Election of directors to a two-year term
● Election of officers to a one-year term
● Formal annual reports
This year, due to being in transition, we are unprepared, and it is a poor time to elect new
directors. Similarly for annual reports: last year is just not all that relevant right now.
So perhaps we reschedule those elements to September where we can attend to them in a
more measured and useful way. However, we need to be careful because:
● One director (Alistair) has reached his term limits, and it’s poor practice to rewrite
bylaws, or make decrees to stretch term limits at the last minute. (If the affected
person is also the President and a family member of the only paid member of the
organization it might even be considered Putinesque.)
● One director (Sakula) will have reached the end of her term
● All officer’s terms will be up
Below is a proposal to deal with this. All ideas or improvements are welcome.
Proposal
In May we conduct Annual Meeting Part 1 with
● Officer elections, including a new President
● Passing a resolution requesting that any director whose term is up and is able to
stand for another term extend their current term until September.
● Passing a resolution that the current President becomes President Emeritus (a
new, temporary officer, but non-voting because he’s not a director anymore)
responsible for completing the purchase and move in.
This is pretty much identical to what we did with the treasurer transition where Jim had
continuing responsibility to close out the year while Rachel took over duties for the next
year.
In September we have Annual Meeting Part 2 with director elections and annual reports
and hopefully reports on our 3-5 year planning.

